Attachment B
Sanctions
1.

Each party represents that it is familiar with the relevant trade, economic or financial sanctions provisions, laws, regulations,
embargoes or restrictive measures imposed, administered or enforced from time to time (“Sanctions”) and that its
performance under the Agreement will be made in compliance with the applicable Sanctions imposed by the United Nations,
European Union, Council of Europe (founded under the Treaty of London, 1946), Government of the United States of
America, Government of the United Kingdom and/or any of their government authorities (“Sanctioned Authority”).

2.

The parties confirm that they have implemented and maintain in effect policies and/or procedures designed to facilitate
compliance by the Parties, their respective directors, officers, employees and agents as well as their controlled subsidiaries,
subcontractors, suppliers and customers with all applicable Sanctions.

3.

The parties confirm that no party is a person, entity, country or territory which is listed on a Sanctions list or is subject to
Sanctions; a person which is ordinarily resident in a country or territory which is the target of a Sanctions list or is subject to
Sanctions; or an entity that is located or incorporated in a sanctioned jurisdiction (“Sanctioned Entity”) owned or controlled
by a Sanctioned Entity and to the knowledge of such party, no director, officer, employee, or agent of such party or any
subsidiary of such party is a Sanctioned Entity. An entity that is owned or controlled by a Sanctioned Entity or entity that is
located or incorporated in a sanctioned jurisdiction shall have a corresponding meaning.

4.

Neither party shall be obliged to perform any obligations required by the Agreement if it would be in violation of, inconsistent
with, or expose such party to punitive measures under laws and regulations applicable to it relating to Sanctions.

5.

Any party shall be entitled, without incurring any liability, to terminate the Agreement with immediate effect if the
performance of this Agreement is in any way restricted or prohibited by Sanctions.

